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TIFIN Personality Token Guide
This guide provides an overview of all the possible tokens received after completing the TIFIN Personality
assessment. Each token is associated with one of the four personality dimensions - Purpose, Security, Touch
& Viewpoints. The top 5 tokens are correlated to the questions the individual answered the most strongly on,
giving further insight into their financial personality. As an advisor, you can use this knowledge to help
personalize an individual’s portfolio and understand their investment goals.

Purpose
Invest to find a deeper sense of meaning and purpose.
Integrating ESG and impact investing themes into your portfolio.

Security
Invest to provide physical security and peace of mind.
A risk-adjusted growth lens that helps investors derive a sense of security.

Touch
link investing with our desire for meaningful relationships.
The how, why and what of interacting with your investments.

Viewpoints
Invest to gain the intellectual satisfaction of getting things right.
Expressing your views through Sector, Geographic and Thematic portfolio tilts.

Trend Spotter

Philanthropist

Esg Champion

PSTV
Tokens

Hands Off

Hands-On

Lone Wolf

Safety In Numbers

Investment Introvert

Mission Led
A mission led individual is someone who highly prioritizes missions and values. They place importance on
what things represent over expected value. Individuals may be more willing to seek out and stick with an
advisor and investments that relate to them and can help them on their mission. It is important to discuss
what these missions are for this individual.

Esg Champion
An ESG champion is an individual who screens investments based on their environmental, social, and
governance factors. These individuals are socially conscious, prioritize company conduct, and believe that
investing with an ESG lens helps financial returns. Investing in ESG for these individuals helps to avoid
dissonance by supporting investments that promote shared values.

Philanthropist
A philanthropist is an individual who is passionate about donating to causes that matter to them. They are
likely interested in investing in areas that also support their philanthropic donations.

Conscious Consumer
A conscious consumer is an individual who has refused to buy a product based on social, ethical and
environmental reasons in the past year. Complementing ESG investing, these individuals have a lens for
investing with personal values in mind, and trust the companies they support.

Empowered To Impact
An individual who is empowered to impact views their investments as not only financially responsible, but
also socially responsible. They believe one person has the ability to make an impact and they view their
investments as congruent with social change and activism.

Lone Wolf
A lone wolf is an individual who does not usually follow the crowd. Nonconformity is a true reflection of an
individual’s social identity and the in-groups they identify with. Knowing what they are willing to be a “lone
wolf” for, you can personalize their investments further.

Safety In Numbers
An individual who prefers safety in numbers tends to stick with the crowd and prioritize security. They find
comfort in groups and may approach risk differently than as an individual investor. Understanding an
individual’s reasoning for sticking with the crowd on a particular trend, can help determine how to shape
professional advice that may differ from what they witness by others.

Pay For Quality
An individual who receives a pay for quality token believes that higher quality costs more and that if
something is expensive it is likely high quality. Paying for quality provides a sense of security that a product
is less likely to fail.

Deal Finder
An individual who is a deal finder believes that quality is not a reflection of price and that just because
something is priced at a higher value does not mean it is of better quality.

Hands Off
An individual who is hands off wishes to hear about their investments quarterly or less frequently, placing
trust in the advisors hands. They may take a hands off approach to focus on other things in their lives and
rely on the advisor to make decisions in their best interest. Keep them engaged using shorter summaries of
their investment portfolios that capture progress and important information.

Hands-On
An individual who is hands-on wishes to hear about their investments and the reasons behind the decisions
made. They enjoy being involved with their investments, because it gives them comfort to know the ins and
outs of their portfolio.

Clear Understanding
An individual with clear understanding is confident in their abilities to understand investment
performance. Go as in depth as they want you to. They might enjoy unpacking and debating the various
possibilities of decisions with you by discussing various approaches to enhance their returns.

Developing Understanding
An individual with the token developing understanding, is still in the process of learning investment
performance and will rely on you to guide them through the holdings and performance data in their
investment portfolio. Use digital means to educate and inform the individual to help deepen their
understanding of investing.

Be Brief
An individual with the token be brief prefers their investment updates to be in short and to the point. Give
them snackable pieces of content, including numbers and statistics of the most pressing aspects of their
portfolio.

Give Me Details
An individual with the token give me details prefers their investment updates to be in long form essays or
detailed analyses. Spend time explaining the outcomes, as these individuals are interested in the processes
and decisions made to reach them.

Investment Extrovert
An investment extrovert is an individual who is open to sharing their investment views and performance
with those around them. They are confident in the investment decisions you have made together and will
share their progress with their friends and family. Use this as a tool to understand what they are most proud
of in their portfolio, but also to acquire new clients!

Investment Introvert
An investment introvert is an individual who keeps their investment views and performance to themselves.
Explicitly ask them what their interpretation of their portfolio is, in order to understand what aspects they are
most clear about and proud of.

Investment Introvert
A lifelong learner is an individual who takes the initiative to learn about a new subject. Whether it be relevant
to society or something they personally find interesting, a lifelong learner enjoys continuously expanding
their knowledge base and may continuously incorporate their curiosity into investing.

Trend Spotter
A trend spotter is an individual who takes time to analyze the trends that shape the world around us. This doesn’t
mean they conform to what everyone else is investing in, but they certainly like to be educated. When analyzing
these trends, you can help these individuals by making sure it is something they truly believe in for the long term.

All In
An individual who is all in is willing to bet a signiﬁcant portion of their annual income to a future outcome they
believe in. These individuals have strong convictions about trends that will gain traction in the future. They are
forward thinking, so determining those trends that they are willing to go “all in’’ for, helps prioritize and personalize
their investment strategy.
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